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FOREWORD
This is the final report on Contract NAS8-25708, "Controller Design Technology
for the Space Shuttle Vehicle", for the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center.
Dr. S. W. Winder of the Dynamics and Control Division of the Aero-Astro-
dynamics Laboratory served as technical monitor for the contract. The study
was performed in the Research Department of the Systems and Research
Division of Honeywell Inc.
Two interim reports have been issued previously. The first, Honeywell
Report 12238-IR1, "Controller Design Technology for the Space Shuttle
Vehicle", July 1971, summarized the work performed during the first year
of the contract. Significant achievements described therein were in the areas
of controller simplification, insensitivity to parameter variations, and the
sensor-choice problem. During the remainder of the contract period the goal
of the program was to apply the techniques and results developed in the first
year to the design of a controller for a flexible space shuttle vehicle. A major
part of this effort was spent developing a mathematical model. The second
interim report, Honeywell Document 12238-IR2, "Mathematical Model of a
Flexible Space Shuttle Vehicle", December 1972, describes the model developed.
This final report describes the application of the controller synthesis technique
to the mathematical model developed. This portion of the study was conducted
by Dr. C.A. Harvey as principal investigator with the assistance of Mr. T. Yarri.
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This report describes the application of optimal control technology to the
design of a controller for the space shuttle vehicle during ascent. An earlier
phase of this program was devoted to developing the necessary technology.
Accomplishments during that phase are reported in Reference 1.
The objectives of applying the technology to a specific space shuttle vehicle
were to
* Ascertain the quality of performance which could be expected
of a controller
* Determine any inadequacies in the technology requiring further
research
* Discover any special problems associated with vehicle flexure
· Examine the significance of parameter uncertainty
We planned to accomplish these objectives by designing an optimal controller
and a simplified controller, and to examine the effects of parameter variations
for a realistic shuttle problem. As the realistic problem we chose control
of the lateral motion during ascent of a flexible space shuttle vehicle defined
in the Space Shuttle Phase B Program. Unfortunately, data to represent a
flexible space shuttle vehicle was not available at the conclusion of the Space
Shuttle Phase B Program. So our plans had to be modified. We could restrict
our plans to a rigid vehicle and eliminate all possibility of answering the
flexure question, or we could develop the necessary representation of a flex-
ible vehicle and then proceed with the original plan as far as contract funds
would permit. The second alternative was chosen. The required model was
developed. Reference 2 summarizes that development and gives the quanti-
tative data used for the controller described in this report.
The lateral motion of the space shuttle vehicle consists of bending, rotations,
and translation caused by side gusts and rolling gusts and controlled with
engine gimbal and aerodynamic surface deflections. A stochastic constrained-
response design technique was shown to be applicable to such controller design
problems in References 3 and 4. In this technique the problem is formulated
on a finite time interval with time-varying dynamics. Gusts and vehicle
responses are modeled as stochastic processes. An optimal control mini-
mizes the likelihood*- that any responses exceed their desired constraints.
-:Actually the optimal control minimized an upper bound on the likelihood.
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The optimal control was shown to be optimal for a quadratic performance
index. The weighting matrices in the performance index were adjusted
through iteration to achieve minimization of the likelihood of exceeding con-
straints. In this study we used a slight variation on this theme. Here the
weighting matrices were adjusted through iteration to reduce response peaks
defined as mean magnitude plus three sigma values. The optimal control
is a linear control with feedbacks of the complete state of the system and a
deterministic input. Details of the synthesis technique are given in Section II.
Design of the optimal control is summarized in Section III. One significant
difference was found in the design of the optimal controller for this problem
from that of previous studies. In previous studies (References 3, 4, and 5)
it had sufficed to use the same quadratic weighting matrices for design of the
deterministic component of the controller as was used for the covariance
component of the controller. For the problem at hand this was not the case.
The optimal controller is again the sum of a deterministic component and a
covariance component. But two different weighting matrices were required
to define the two components.
A total of 15 iterations of the quadratic weighting matrices were required to
define the optimal controller.
The primary response variables considered for this study were 6p, 6r, 6a,
q3t, X, 41, and a . These variables were defined in Reference 2. Brief
physical descriptions of these variables along with design limits in paren-
theses follow.
6p (±0. 175 rad) denotes a fictitious gimbal actuator which provides
pure rolling moment
6r (±0. 175 rad) denotes a fictitious gimbal actuator which provides
pure yawing moment
6a (±0. 524 rad) denotes booster aileron actuator position
q3 (±4800 psf deg) is an aerodynamic load indicator with q denoting
dynamic pressure and 3 denoting sidelsip angle
(±0. 524 rad) denotes roll angle
4, (±0. 524 rad) denotes yaw angle
ay (±32 ft/sec2 ) denotes lateral acceleration at the orbiter cockpity
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The times of occurrence of peak values of the mean responses and covariance
responses for the optimal controller were generally different as shown in
Table 1. The only exception was qP. The peak values of wand a-R occurred
at 70 seconds. The last column in Table 1 shows the peak value an time of
occurrence for the composite mean-plus-three-sigma response, I Fr + 3a r .
In terms of these peak responses there is no difference between the two
cases of only the side gust as input or both side-gust and rolling-gust inputs.
This supported our conjecture that rolling-gust effects were secondary. In
fact the controller was designed by neglecting the rolling-gust input during
iterations of the quadratic weights. Then this rolling-gust input was included
in the final evaluation of the optimal controller. The only significant change
in optimal controller gains was the definition of non-zero gains for the rolling-
gust states. Neglecting the rolling gusts during the early iterations of
quadratic weights is highly recommended since their inclusion adds 30 per-
cent to the computer time required to compute an optimal controller and
evaluate its responses.
Table 1. Peak Response Summary of Optimal Controller
The controllers were computed and evaluated as sampled-data controllers
in a sampled-data system. That is, controller inputs and disturbance inputs
were assumed to be constant within each sample interval, and responses and
states were evaluated only at endpoints of the sample intervals. For purposes
of design a sample frequency had to be chosen a priori. Computer time
required for controller analysis and synthesis is directly proportional to sample
frequency. But controller performance capability is generally a decreasing
function of sample frequency. So a compromise had to be made. We chose
a rate of 20 samples per second even though the maximum frequency associ-
ated with flexure was approximately 7 Hz.
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Peak of Mean Peak of Sigma Peak of Mean-Plus
Response Response -Three-Sigma Response
6p (rad) - 0. 134 at 70 sec 0.022 at 75 sec 0. 196 at 70 sec
6r (rad) 0.059 at 75 sec 0.014 at 80 sec 0. 101 at 77 sec
6a (rad) - 0.386 at 71 sec 0.069 at 76 sec 0. 568 at 71 sec
Bf (psf rad) 26. 1 at 70 sec 19. 7 at 70 sec 85.1 at 70 sec
(rad) - 0. 148 at 77 sec 0.167 at 61 sec 0. 546 at 76 sec
, (rad) 0.093 at 46 sec 0. 036 at 156 sec 0. 142 at 86 sec
ay (ft/sec ) 7. 86 at 75 sec 5.47 at 85 sec 23.9 at 80 sec
ay(f/e2
This proved to be a satisfactory choice as indicated by a single check on the
sensitivity of controller performance capability with respect to sampling
frequency. For comparison one optimization and response evaluation was
made with a sample rate of 50 samples per second. Only minor changes
were found in the major contributors to the value of the performance index,
even though significant changes were observed in some gains and in the flexure
responses.
It was believed that gust penetration effects could be significant for the
flexible vehicle. A simple representation of gust penetration was included in
the model. But we noted that the gust penetration seemed to play a minor
role in the optimization. We also noted that computer time could be reduced
by 35 percent if penetrating effects were neglected. So we compared the
optimal controllers designed with and without gust penetration in the model.
There was no significant difference. This may, of course, be due to the fact
that no responses such as bending moments at particular stations were con-
sidered.
Thus, these effects were neglected in the design of a simplified controller.
The unanticipated modeling effort caused a severe reduction in the effort to
design a simplified controller and eliminated the analysis of parameter
uncertainty effects.
An initial simplified controller was determined. This controller was based
on a measurement vector consisting of 12 sensor outputs and contained no
sensor compensator dynamics. One iteration of the gradient method was
successfully completed. Choice of the step-size was found to be critical,
especially during the time of occurrence of high dynamic pressure.
During the second iteration the method was modified so that step-size vari-
ations over sub-intervals and time-varying step-sizes could economically be
studied. For the controller configuration chosen even this did not help us
in achieving significant improvement in performance. Limited resources
did not permit investigating the effectiveness of adding sensors or reposition-
ing the present ones.




Modern controller synthesis may be viewed as consisting of a mathematical
model of the physical system, a mathematical representation of quality of
performance, computational techniques for evaluating performance and for
computing controllers that provide satisfactory performance, and application
of the computational techniques. In this section we describe qualitatively the
first three of these components for this space shuttle controller design. The
fourth component, application of the computational techniques, is described
in Sections III and IV.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The physical problem of interest is the control of the lateral motion of a flex-
ible space shuttle vehicle during ascent. The specific vehicle for which
numerical data were derived was the North American Rockwell Phase B study
vehicle identified as the 161C-B9U, "a piggy-back" configuration. Reference 2
describes in detail the derivation of the mathematical model used in this study.
Here we will describe only the nature of the model and introduce appropriate
nomenclature.
The system is modeled as a linearized (vector) differential equation
(t) = A(t)X(t) + Bl(t)u(t) + B2 (t)v(t) + B 3 (t)n(t), X(O) = ):o (1)
a response vector, r, defined as
r(t) = Hl(t)X(t) + Dl(t)u(t) + D 2 (t)v(t) (2)
and a measurement vector, m, defined as
m(t) = M(t)X(t) + N(t)v(t) (3)
The state vector, Y,, in the most general form considered consists of six
"rigid-body" states, eight flexure states, three actuator positions, three side-
gust penetration states, two side-gust states, one rolling-gust penetration
state, and one rolling-gust state. The six "rigid-body" states describe the
motion of a fictitious undeflected vehicle. The states chosen are "body" roll
rate, p, "body" yaw rate, r, "body" side velocity, v, roll angle, X, yaw
angle, A, and inertial side displacement, y, where a pitch, roll, yaw system
of Euler angles relates the "body" reference frame to the inertial (earth)
reference frame. The eight flexure states are ni and Ti for i = 1,2,3,4.
lThe time, t = 0, represents the time of lift-off, and Xo indicates the state
at lift- off.
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4The deflection of the vehicle is described by L D li(t)Yi(x)where Yi(x)denotes
i=l
the ith natural mode shape for the free vehicle. The actuator positions are a
booster aileron actuator position, 6a, and two fictitious gimbal actuator posi-
tions. These fictitious gimbal actuators represent combinations of specific
engine gimbals. The first combination, Op, produces maximum rolling
moment with no yawing moment about the velocity vector. Similarly, the
second combination, 6r, produces maximum yawing moment with no rolling
moment. The side gust, vw(x, t), where x denotes position along the vehicle
centerline, is represented by
3
Vw(x,t) = xi(t) fi(x)
i=l
The states xi(t) for i = 1, 2,3 are the side-gust penetration states. These
states are driven by the side gust at the nose of the vehicle vw(t). This gust,
vw(t), is assumed to be
v (t) = v(t) + a (t)w(t)
w w
where v(t) is a mean wind and w is one state of a second-order linear filter:"
driven by Gaussian white noise n 1 . The other state of the filter is called x.
The rolling gust is treated similarly with a mean value of zero, a single
penetration state x 4 , driven by pg, the output of a first-order linear filter
driven by a second Gaussian white noise n2 .
The control inputs, u., i = 1,2,3, represent inputs to first-order actuators.
Thus ul, u 2 , and u 3 riay be considered as 6p, 6r, and 6a commands,
respectively.
Fourteen responses make up the response vector. These responses consist
of roll angle, X, side displacement, y, the actuator positions, 6p, 6r, and 6a,
a measure of aerodynamic loading, J30, lateral acceleration of the orbiter
cockpit, a, and the time derivatives pf these responses. in actuality the
time derivative of rb is replaced by ql3, and the d terms are neglected in
computing ay.
The measurement vector consists of actuator positions and outputs of ideal
sensors. The sensors are ideal in the sense that their dynamics are neg-
lected. Optimal "complete state" controllers may be included in this formu-
lation by assuming that M is the identity matrix and N is zero in Equation (3).
For computational purposes the system is modeled as a discrete system.
The differential equation (1) is transformed to the difference equation
X(k+l) = A(k)X (k) + Bl(k)u(k) + B 2 (k)v(k) + B 3 (k)n(k), Y(0) = X (4)
The numerical values of the elements of the coefficient matrices in Equa-
tions (1)-(3) used in this study as well as descriptions of the methods used to
compute them and the coefficients in Equation (4) are given in Reference (2).
The equations for this filter are given on page 18 of Reference 2.
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Controls in this study are constrained to be linear. Thus, in the discrete
form we assume that
u(k) = K(k)m(k) + f(k) (5)
This assures that the controlled system is Gaussian and hence is completely
characterized by its means and covariances.
The mean state, x(k) = E [(k)}, is the solution of
X(k+1) = [A(k) + B1 (k)(k)k ) M (k)] x(k) +[Bl(k)f(k)]
X (k+ 1 = 11 ~(6)
+[B,(k)N(k) + B 2 (k)] v(k), (O) =X 0
The state covariance matrix, X(k) = E{[x(k)-x(k)] [X(k)-X(k)] '}, is the
solution of
X(k+1) = A(k) + B 1 (k)K(k)M(k)] X(k) [A(k) + B 1 (k)K(k)M(k) ] (7)
+ B 3 (k)W(k) B 3 (k), X(O) = XO
where ' indicates transpose and
E (n(j)n'(k)} = W(k)6jk (8)
Means and covariances of controls, responses, and measurements may
readily be computed in terms of the mean state and state covariance matrix.
Thus, the mean control is
u(k) = K(k) m(k) + f(k) (9)
where
m(k) = M(k)Y(k) + N(k)v(k)
Then the mean response is
r(k) = H 1 (k)x(k) + D 1 (k)u(k) + D 2 (k)v(k) (10)
The response covariance matrix, denoted by S(k), is
S(k) = [Hl(k)+ Dl(k)K(k)M(k)] X(k) Hl(k)+ Dl (k) K ( k) M ( k ) ] (11)
Equations (6) through (11) comprise the analytical model of the system. The
transformation of these equations and appropriate numerical data to opera-




According to our mathematical model the system is completely characterized
by state and response means and covariances. So our mathematical repre-
sentation of quality of performance must be some function of these means and
covariances. We use a quadratic performance index of the form
T
J = tr{Q(T)S(T) + V(T)R(T) + [(t)S(T)) + V(T))R(t)] dtI (12)
where tr indicates trace. This choice is based on the following rationale.
In Reference (3), Skelton introduced the likelihood of mission failure as a
performance index for a launch-vehicle control problem during ascent. Mis-
sion failure was defined as the event that some response exceeds its limit
during the flight or at the terminal time. An explicit expression for an upper
bound for the likelihood of mission failure in terms of means responses and
response covariances was derived. Then Skelton introduced the concept of
quadratic equivalence. This yields an equivalent quadratic performance
index with the property that minimization of the upper bound on the likelihood
of mission failure is equivalent to minimization of a quadratic performance
index.
Knowledge of real physical limits is requisite to the meaningfulness of the
likelihood of mission failure performance index. For this study these limits
are not known, especially the structural load limits. In fact, the study vehicle
is one of many configurations considered in the conceptual and preliminary
design phases. In these design phases results from control system studies
such as this could influence the final design and hence the final values for
response limits. Thus, instead of choosing artificial limits and taking the
resulting upper bound on mission failure as a performance index, a quadratic
performance index was chosen. The responses included in the performance
index were chosen as those that would typically occur in a quadratic perfor-
mance index derived as equivalent to an upper bound index. For example, if
ri(t) represents a response that is constrained, then the response ri(t) and its
time derivative ri(t) must be included in the upper bound index and hence in
the equivalent quadratic index.
Specific responses considered to be constrained in this study are roll angle, 0;
lateral displacement, y; roll gimbal actuator position, 6p; yaw gimbal actu-
ator position, 6r; aileron actuator position, 6a; an aerodynamic load indicator,
q3; and lateral acceleration of the orbiter cockpit, ay.
Y
These responses along with their time derivatives comprise the response
vector. The actuator positions and their rates are the only responses for
which physical limits are known, and even these constraints could be modified.
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Therefore, the goal of the controller synthesis was defined to be minimiza-
tion of the magnitude of i3 within the constraint of satisfactory magnitudes of
terminal lateral displacement and in-flight roll angle, actuator positions and
rates, and lateral acceleration. For this purpose the in-flight magnitude of
a response variable, ri(t), is taken to be
(ri) peak = max {Iri(t) i + 3r(t) (13)
Similarly, the peak value of terminal lateral displacement is
y(T) peak = ly(T)I + 3a (T) (14)
The quadratic weighting matrices, Q and V, in Equation (12) are adjusted in
the controller synthesis to yield satisfactory response peaks as defined by
Equations (13) and (14).
A similar performance index was used in the previous shuttle control system
study reported in Reference (4).
One calculation was performed to yield a quantitative comparison of predic-
tions of likelihoods of a response exceeding its limit. For the optimal con-
troller with complete state feedback the peak value of the response 5a occurs
at 71 seconds. There 6a = -0. 3865 and a6a = 0.0605 rad. Taking the aileron
limits to be ±0. 5236 rad (30 deg), we compute the probability
Pr{l 6a(71) ,> 0. 5236} = 0.012
The upper bound of Reference (3) on the likelihood that IWa(t) I 2 0. 5236 for
some te [0,210] is the expected number of times that [5a(t)] > 0. 5236, which
for the same controller was found to be 0. 102.
These figures appear to be in good agreement considering that the first cor-
responds to a single-time point and that the second corresponds to an upper
bound and to an interval of time. This single comparison is viewed as support
for the use of the quadratic performance index with interpretation of constraint
exceedance in terms of peak magnitudes exceeding constraints.
It had sufficed to choose Q and V, the covariance and mean response weighting
matrices, to be identical in previous studies (References 3, 4, and 5). This
did not occur here so that the mean and covariance controllers are optimal
relative to different weights and hence performance indices.
The performance index for the controller simplification was shown to be
dependent on the controller configuration in Reference 1. This requires
variation in the quadratic weights as gradient steps are taken.
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However, the variation can only be computed accurately after sufficient near-
ness to the optimal controller is attained. The variation is based on the non-
quadratic performance index. The controller simplification performed on this
program stopped short of the variation in the performance index. Therefore,
the single quadratic performance index was used for the simplification task.
COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES
The solution of the optimization problem formulated for a time-varying linear
system driven by white Gaussian noise with a quadratic performance index on
a finite time interval is straightforward. The necessary equations are derived
in References 3, 5, and 6. A program to solve these equations is documented
in Reference 6, Volume 2.
The equations which define the optimal (complete state feedback) control for
the problem defined by Equations (2) through (5) and the discrete version of
(12) are [ assuming M(k) is the identity matrix and N(k) = 0 and taking n as
the independent discrete variable running from 0 to N]:
K(n) = KQ(n)
f(n) = [ Kv(n) - KQ(n)] y(n) + fV(n)
PV(N) = H 1 (N)' V(N)H1 (N)
g(N)= H 1 (N)' V(N)D 2 (N)v(N)
KV(n) = _[ B 1(n)P Pv(n+l)Bl(n)+AtDl(n) V(n)D1 (n)] -1
[ B 1 (n)' Pv(n+l)A(n) + tDl(n)(n) V(n)Hl(n)]
fv(n) = -[ Bl(n)' Pv(n+l)Bl(n) + AtD 1 (n)' V(n)D(n)] -1
{ Bl(n) [ g(n+l) + Pv(n+l)B 2 (n)V (n)] + AtD 1 (n)' V(n) D2 (n)v(n)}
Pv(n) = [ A(n) + Bl(n)Kv(n)] Pv(n+l) [ A(n) + Bl(n)Kv(n)]
+ At [ H1 (n) + Dl(n)Kv(n)] V(n) [ Hl(n) + Dl(n)Kv(n)]
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g(n) = [ A(n) + B 1 (n)Kv(n)] '[ g(n+l) + Pv(n+l)(Bl(n)f(n) + B2(n)v(n))]
+ At[Hl(n) +DI(n)Kv(n)] V(n)[D2 (n)-(n) + Dl(n)f(n)]
The gain KQ(n) is the solution to the above where V(n) is replaced by Q(n).
'(n+l) = A(n)X(n) + Bl(n)Kv(n){(n) +B 2 (n)v(n) + Bl(n)f(n), X(O) = 0 (15)
These equations may be solved on a digital computer using the program DISCOP
of Reference 6.
For a given weighting matrix, V, the, optimal control may be computed. Then
the corresponding mean state and state covariance may be computed and in
turn the mean response and response covariance using DISCOP. The weighting
matrix V may be modified and the process repeated. In this fashion iterations
of the quadratic weights may be made to enforce desired response characteris-
tics.
The gradient technique for controller simplification was developed and demon-
strated during the first year of this contract. Those results are reported in
Reference 1. If we assume perfect knowledge of the model, it is only necessary
to derive a simplified covariance controller.
The original mean controller can be mechanized with any simplified controller
by appropriate modification of the deterministic input. Suppose that Equation
(15) yields the optimal mean state and ii(n)=Kv(n)j(n) + f(n) is the optimal
mean control input. Consider a measurement vector m(n) with M(n) not
necessarily the identity and N(n) not necessarily zero. Let Ks(n) denote a
"simplified" gain matrix and fs(n) denote the deterministic input to be used in
conjunction with Ks(n); i. e., let
us(n) = Ks(n)[M(n)x(n) + N(n)(n)] + fs(n)
Setting
fs(n) = f(n) + [Kv(n)-Ks(n) M(n)] x(n) - Ksn(n)N(n)(n) (16)
assures that the mean state and mean control are the optimal mean state and
mean control, respectively. Thus, it suffices to simplify only the covariance
controller.
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The simplification of the covariance controller consists of choosing a mea-
surement vector and finding an initial controller of the desired configuration;
starting with this controller, use the gradient method to minimize the
Hamiltonian defined below.
The gradient method for optimizing the simplified controller is depicted in
Figure 1. The Hamiltonian for the kth iteration is defined therein to be:
N
Hk = tr E Q(n) [Hl(n)+Dl Kk( M(n)Kk(n)M(n)]Xk(n)Hl(n)+Dl(n)Kk(n)M(n)]
n=o
N-1
+ (At) tr I Pk(n+l) [Xk(n+l) - Xk(n)]
n=o
CHOOSE KO(n)
COMPUTE THE STATE COVARIANCE
MATRIX Xk(n) FOR THE GIVEN Kk(n)
COMPUTE THE CO-STATE MATRIX
Pk(n) FOR THE GIVEN Kk(n)
COMPUTE THE GRADIENT DHk/Kk(n)
CHOOSE AKk(n) AS A POSITIVE






SET Kk+l(n)= Kk(n) +AKk(n)
ITERATE I
Figure 1. The Gradient Method
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where
Pk(n) = [A(n) + B1(n)Kk(n)M(n)] Pk(n+l)[A(n) + Bl(n)Kk(n)M(n)] (17)
+ AtCHl(n) + Dl(n)Kk(n)M(n)] ' Q(n)[Hl(n)+D (n)Kk(n)M(n)]
with Pk(N) = HI(N)' Q(N)Hl(N). Equation 7 may be used to compute Xk(n)
and Equation (17) used to compute Pk(n). The gradient is given by
a Hk/;5Kk(n) = 2[Bl(n)] ' Pk(n+l)[ A(n)+Bl(n)Kk(n)M(n)] Xk(n)[M(n)1 ' (At)-
+ 2 [D 1 (n)] Q(n)[Hl(n)+Dl(n)Kk(n)M(n) ] Xk(n)[M(n) ] ' (18)
with Hk/aK (N) = 0. The total computer program for implementing the
gradient method uses basically the same subroutines for computing Xk(n)
and Pk(n). Engineering judgement plays a significant role in the choice of
a proper step-size and the choice of AK for each iteration.
This gradient method was described in Reference 1. There it was shown to
be an iterative approach to satisfying the necessary conditions for optimality
of the simplified controller. In this context these conditions are
6H = H aH
=a - W= 0
For the case of incomplete measurement, i. e., the rank of M less than n,
these three equations are coupled. Furthermore, the boundary conditions,
X(O) and P(T), are given. So the problem is in reality a two-point boundary-
value problem. The gradient method is a convergent numerical method for
solving such a problem with the property of monotone improvement in the per-
formance index.
In summary, the synthesis technique may be viewed as
* Starting with some subjective assumptions in deriving the
mathematical model
* Using an objective procedure to find an optimal controller
(optimal with respect to a performance index derived with
engineering judgment)
* And deriving simplified controllers with the aid of engi-
neering judgment and objective computational procedures.
13
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SECTION III
OPTIMAL CONTROLLER DESIGN
The first task of the design was definition of quantitative performance goals.
Then quadratic weights were adjusted to attempt to achieve these goals.
Sensitivity to rolling gusts, sampling frequency, and gust penetration was
examined and found to be small. These tasks are summarized in this section.
Quantitative characteristics of the optimal controller are given in Appendix A.
PERFORMANCE GOALS
The primary performance goal was to minimize the aerodynamic load as
measured by q3, subject to the constraint that actuator positions and rates
remained within their limits. Secondary goals were to achieve lateral accel-
eration responses of less than 1 g, terminal displacements of less than
10, 000 ft, and acceptable roll and yaw angles. The most difficult and prob-
ably most demanding of these secondary goals is the roll angle requirement.
It is essential for the validity of the linearized analysis that roll angle be
kept sufficiently small. No attempt was made to define an accurate upper
bound for acceptable roll angle. Instead an arbitrary goal of 30 deg was
chosen.
The limits on actuator displacements and rates were assumed to be ±0. 175 rad
(10 deg) for 6p and 6r, ±0. 175 rad/sec for 6P and 6r, ±0. 524 rad (30 deg)
for 6a, and 0.436 rad/sec (25 deg/sec) for 6a. These limits on the actuators
6p and 6r were imposed with the aim of constraining the 24 actual engine
gimbals. Inclusion of each of the individual engine gimbals as a response
would more than double the dimension of the response vector. This did not
seem to be worthwhile. Also, it is believed that a gimbal logic could be
defined to blend the individual engine gimbals together to achieve the magni-
tudes of 6p and 6r called for by the optimal controller defined by constraining
only 6p and 6r.
With these performance goals defined, the optimal controller was designed
with the techniques described in Section II. The specific iterations and some
of the reasoning involved is described below. The degree to which the
optimal controller achieved the desired goals is summarized in Table 2.
The peak values of 6p and 6a are slightly larger than their limits. This was
accepted for two reasons. First, it is considered a matter of "fine-tuning"
with the quadratic weights to reduce these peaks to their limits. The second
reason is a conjecture that actual imposition of these constraints in the real
system in the form of hard-overs would not cause severe deterioration in the
other responses from that displayed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Optimal Controller Performance versus Goals
The normalized modal deflections, rli, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are included in Table 2
even though no direct attempt was made to control them. That is, they were
not taken to be elements of the response vector. Their magnitudes do appear
to be significant. These state variables may be interpreted as the following
physical deflections: Til denotes deflection of the booster nose, r13 denotes
deflection of the booster tail, and n2 and Tl4 each denote deflection of the
orbiter nose. From Figures 5, 6, 9, and 10 of Reference 2 it may be seen
that T12, r13 , and 714 represent points of maximum deflections of their respec-
tive modes at the times of peak occurrences. However, for the first mode
the point of maximum deflection at the time of peak occurrence is the nose of
the orbiter. The deflection at that point is approximately four times r 1'
Thus, we see significant first mode bending taking place.
ITERATIONS OF QUADRATIC WEIGHTS
The initial set of quadratic weights was chosen as follows. The weighting
matrix was chosen to be diagonal with constant elements for the in-flight
portion of the index. The weight qii (t) was defined by





max I ij(t)I + max 3ar (t)
t t~~~~~~~~ILJ
Response Response Peak Response, ] Time of Peak
r Limit, y Max { rl +3ar ] Occurrence (sec)
6p (deg) 10 11.2 70
6r (deg) 10 5. 8 77
6a (deg) 30 32.5 71
6p (deg/sec) 10 3.7 75
6r (deg/sec) 10 8.3 81
6a (deg/sec) 25 8.7 75
Tq3 (psf deg) 4800 4876.0 70
0 (deg) 30 31.3 76
a (ft/sec ) 32 23. 9 86Y
ni (ft) -- 0.43 76
Ti
2
(ft) -- 0. 63 84
I1 3 (ft) -- 0. 02 81
14 (ft)-- 0. 47 77
t t
with rij denoting the ith response for the jth controller of Reference 4. The
terminal weights on y and y were defined in the same fashion. In the con-
trollers of Reference 4 the ailerons were constrained to be inactive, so the
corresponding ri: was undefined. The weights for 6a and 6a were chosen to
be smaller than the weights for 6r and 6r since the limits on 6a and 6d were
larger than the limits for 6r and 6r.
The succeeding four sets of weights were constrained to be constant. In each
of these iterations the weight on qP was increased. Relative weights on 6p
and 6a were varied. The major conclusion from these iterations was that
constant weights would be inadequate. These iterations also served as
"debugging" runs for the computer program and numerical model.
Time-varying weights were introduced in the sixth set of weights. A "normal"
curve, centered at 75 sec,
el(t) = exp[ -(t-75)2/145]
was multiplied by a constant and added to the weight on 6p. The same modifi-
cation, with different constants, was made to the 6a and ~q weights. At this
point, we discovered that aileron data had not been converted from degrees
to radians. Incorporating this correction, the next set of weights was chosen
to reduce the weights on 6p and 6a and increase the weight on Qu. The time
varying exponential was changed to
e2 (t) = exp[-(t-75)2 /578]
The resulting controller reduced qu to far below its expected limit at the
expense of excessively exceeding actuator constraints.
The next five sets of weights were chosen to reduce actuator responses and
permit q4 to increase. The controller from the twelfth iteration exhibited
a satisfactory mean response with the exception of the roll response, ~.
Two succeeding iterations were made to reduce the roll response without
significantly modifying the other responses.
For the first of these two iterations the "somewhat arbitrarily" chosen
exponential
e3 (t) = exp[-(t-65)2 /1401
was used to add weight to roll angle response. The roll responses from this
thirteenth iteration and the previous iteration were then plotted as shown
in Figure 2. The time varying weight on roll angle,
q (t)l3 = 10 + 30 e3 (t) 
is superimposed on the responses. We noted that the exponential weight
caused a nearly perfect reflection or inversion of the peak in the variance,












































































































































































































































































a,. We then decided a much better fit to the original variance aO(t)l2
would be
qo(t)14 = 10 + 30 e4 (t) -+ 15e5 (t)
where
e4(t) = expt-(t-65)2 /300]
and
e5 (t) = exp[-(t-95)2 /140]
This weighting function is superimposed on the roll responses of the twelfth
and fourteenth iterations in Figure 3. This figure clearly indicates the
desired effectiveness of the second exponential in the weighting function in
reducing as(t). In addition the mean response 0(t) was significantly improved,
Its magnitude was reduced by more than a factor of two, and this mean
response was deemed acceptable. In this iteration one other modification
of the weights was made. The mean responses of ~q3, 6p, and 6a had peak
magnitudes at approximately 70 sec in the twelfth and thirteenth iterations.
Thus, the peak of the exponential function used to weight these responses
was shifted from 75 to 70 sec; i. e., e2(t) was replaced by
e 6 (t) = exp[-(t-70)2 /578]1
The changes in peak responses of dq, 6p, dr, and 6a were almost imperceptible.
All of the mean responses of the fourteenth iteration were acceptable. But
the covariance responses for this iteration, when combined with the mean
responses, were not acceptable. In particular, the responses aS, adp, adr,
a&a, and aay were too large. Exponentials were added to the corresponding
weights for the fifteenth and final iteration. Desired covariance responses
were achieved. However, the mean responses deteriorated from the
fourteenth iteration to unacceptable levels in combination with the fifteenth
iteration covariance responses. The combination of fourteenth iteration
mean responses and fifteenth iteration covariance responses was acceptable.
The corresponding controller was considered to be optimal even though
"fine-tuning" of the weights could have given slightly improved results.
Detailed quantitative data for the iterations are given in Tables 3 and 4.
The quadratic weights are listed in Table 3. Mean responses and response
standard deviations are briefly summarized in Table 4.
The optimal controller may be written as the sum of a mean controller and
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Uo(n) = u(n) + K 1 5 (n) [x(n) - x(n)]
where
u_(n) = K 1 4 (n) x(n) + f 1 4 (n) and
K 1 4 (n) denotes the gain of the fourteenth iteration
K 1 5 (n) denotes the gain of the fifteenth iteration
(Xn) denotes the mean state of the fourteenth iteration
Computer plots of the gain K 1 5 (n), the mean controller - u(n), and the
responses F(n) and cr(n) are given in Appendix A. Computer listing of the
mean state X(n) also appear in Appendix A.
SENSITIVITY TO MODELING ASSUMPTIONS
Three assumptions made during the above iterations were (1) rolling gusts
would have a second-order effect on controller design and optimal perfor-
mance, (2) a sampling frequency of 20 samples per second was sufficient
for design, and (3) gust penetration could play a major roll in controllers
designed for flexible vehicles. Sensitivity of the controller design to each of
these assumptions was investigated. It was found that the first two assump-
tions were valid, but that gust penetration could be ignored.
The computer time for one iteration in the optimization process is directly
proportional to sampling frequency and proportional to the cube of the order
of the system. For our problem the model without rolling gusts is of twenty-
second order including three side-gust penetration states. Increasing the
order of the model from 22 to 24 to include rolling gusts represents an
increase of 30 percent in computation time. Decreasing the order from 22 to
19 by eliminating side-gust penetration yields a decrease of 36 percent in
computation time. Thus, these issues significantly effect the computation cost
of the controller design.
To test the first assumption we added the rolling gusts to the model and per-
formed the optimization with the fifteenth weight set. The mean rolling gust
was zero, so that only covariances would change. The gains for the twenty-
fourth order system agreed to within 1 percent of those for the twenty-second
order system, except that new gains were defined for the rolling gust and
rolling-gust penetration states. There were some changes in the responses
and states. The major changes were changes in aoi of up to 120 percent and
a 32 percent dchange in car. Actual changes in the other response standard
deviations were less fhan 1 percent. Thus, it is sufficient to neglect rolling
gusts for controller synthesis via iterations on quadratic weights for this
vehicle. Accurate analysis seems to require, however, the inclusion of
rolling gusts.
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The second assumption was tested by performing controller optimization with
a sample rate of 50 samples per second for the fifteenth set of quadratic
weights and with rolling gust excluded. General agreement with the 20
samples per second results was found. But there were some significant
differences. For example, some flexure gains were markedly different.
Even the roll feedback to the yaw rate actuator and the yaw rate feedback
to the aileron displayed significant differences for the two sample rates.
The responses also differed. But these differences were slight (less than
10 percent) even though some flexure standard deviations changed by as much
as 40 percent. The rate of 20 samples per second appears sufficient for
controller synthesis* and implementation since the major contributors' to the
value of the performance index showed little change. This conclusion must
be considered as tentative since it is based on only two data points. Verifi-
cation of this conclusion or a priori determination of minimum adequate
sample rate should be pursued in the future. Quantitative data computed
with the two sample rates are displayed in Appendix B.
We performed the following test to examine the importance of the gust pene-
tration. A nineteenth order system was constructed from the twenty-second
order system by eliminating the gust penetration from the model. An optimal
controller was computed for the resulting nineteenth order system with the
fifteenth set of quadratic weights and the sample frequency of 20 samples per
second. The gains on rigid-body, flexure and actuator states for this system
were within 5 percent of the corresponding gains for the twenty-second order
system. Similar agreement was found for the wind-state gains and the
deterministic inputs of the nineteenth order system with corresponding gains
and inputs computed from the twenty-second order system gains and the
assumption of no gust penetration. The responses for the derived nineteenth
*Adequacy of this low sample rate for synthesis for the problem considered
is contingent on the use of an accurate difference equation representation
for the system.
**The assumption of no gust penetration for the twenty-second order system
is that
x. = +a ww, i = 1,2,3
Thus the appropriate modification of the controller is to replace
3 3
ki, 2 0 by ki, 2 0 + Cw ki, j+1 7 and to replace by fi + v E ki, j+17j=i j= 
since w is the twentieth state and xi is the (i+17)th state.
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order system differed by less than 10 percent from the corresponding responses
of the twenty-second order system. The corresponding peaks of the actuator
responses and Equ response differed by less than 4 percent. We concluded
from these agreements that for this vehicle gust penetration effects were
negligible.
These investigations of sensitivity of the controller design to modeling assump-
tions indicate that rolling gusts are of second-order importance as expected,
that the sample frequency of 20 sample per second was adequate, and surpris-
ingly that gust penetration is of second-order importance. Questions of
o What is an a priori minimum sample frequency that is adequate
for controller synthesis and analysis? and
* For what problems can rolling gusts and or gust penetration be
neglected in controller synthesis?
have not been answered. This study has provided only some data points
related to these questions. But their strong influence on the cost as well
as the validity of the controller synthesis clearly recommend them as




The goal of this phase of the design task is to choose a realistic sensor
complement which provides a measurement vector,
m = MX + Nv (19)
and find a controller of the form
u =K m+f (20)
which minimizes the performance index. A sensor complement was chosen,
an initial controller of the proper form was found, and initial application of
the gradient method was performed. We demonstrated with one gradient
step that improvement could be achieved. Choice of the proper step-size
was found to be critical. Therefore, we concluded our study by investigating
the use of a time-varying step-size. Investigation of the proper time-
varying step-size by restricting attention to subintervals of the total interval
of flight did significantly reduce the computer time required. But our results
indicated that additional accelerometers would be required to realize approxi-
mately optimal performance. The contract resources did not permit further
investigation in this direction.
THE MEASUREMENT VECTOR
An initial set of measurements was chosen to consist of the three actuator
positions; the inertial side displacement, y; its rate, y; roll angle, cp; its
rate, p; and outputs of yaw and yaw rate gyros and a lateral accelerometer.
The accelerometer, the yaw gyro, and the yaw rate gyro were assumed located
in the booster cockpits at the point (91.7 ', 0, 4.2 ') in the No. 1 coordinate
system of Reference 2. As shown in Figures 5-10 of Reference 2, the
normalized bending mode displacements and slopes are generally quite large
at this point. The major exception is that the displacement and slope of the
fourth bending mode are small during the early portion of flight.
This measurement vector was augmented with three additional sensor outputs.
These sensors were a lateral accelerometer, a yaw gyro, and a yaw rate
gyro. The gyros were located in the booster at the point (222.2 ', 0, 0). The
lateral accelerometer was located at the point (166. 6', 0, 0). These points
are given in the No. 1 coordinate system of Reference 2. These locations
were chosen to provide small mode displacements at the accelerometer loca-
tion and small mode slopes at the location of the gyros.
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The resulting measurement vector may be written as
m = MX + Nv
where the M matrix for the nineteenth order system and the N vector are:
P r v Y y 1 1 12 "2 3 03 4 4 6 r a _
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 00 0
0o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 1 -w0 
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 
0 O 0 0 0 m8, 8 0 8,t0 00 8, 10 m8 14 0 0 0
0 I 0 Qo 0 0 ' m9, 0 09, 9 0 ln. II m 13  0 0 0 O 
m10.I "'10,2 1 0 3 '0.lO 4 '0l 5 0 '10.7 'lO, 8 '10,9 'o10.10 '1O,11 mO .12 '10. 13 rlO,14 "10. 1 "10. 1 1- Io. I Io, I O
O I O O I " .8 0 '" .1.10 0 11. 2 0 o14 0 0 0 0 
0 I O Q o 0 m12,7 0 m12.~ 2 ml2.11 0 "12.13 0 0 0
m13.1 'm132 m13,3 'm134 m13,5 1mi3,7 m'138 m'13 m13,10 mI'.l m"13,12 m13,13 m13.14 "'13, I 113 11. ll.l it 1 L
The coefficients of the flexure states in the gyro outputs are
ay.
m 8+3j, 6+2i= m9+3j, 5+2i = a for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 0, 1
with the partial derivatives evaluated at x1 = 91.7 ' and z1 = 0 for j = 0 and at
x 1 = 222.2 ' and z 1 = 0 for j = 1. The coefficients in the accelerometer out-puts are:
m10+3j =[Zl 1' x1 - VX l 1,0,0,0, Y1I 0, Y2, 0, Y3, 0, Y4 0,0,0,0, 0,01]A
+ [-o+ Qo ( 1 xl-1), uo+Qo(Z 1 -zl), 0, -gc9 ,-gsH 0 , 0,00, 0 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
n10+3 j = Czl-21, xl-Xl. 1,0,0,0, Y10, Y20, Y 3 0, Y 0,0,0,0,0,0] B2
with x1 = 91.7', Z1 = 4.2'for j = 0, and x1 = 166.6' and zl = 4.2' for j = 1,
where A and B2 are the coefficient matrices of the state vector differential
equations of motion (1). The remaining notation is consistent with the defini-
tions in Reference 2. The terms l1 and z 1 denote coordinates of the center
of mass; uO, wo, QO, and 00 denote trajectory parameters; c0O and s~o
denote cos 00 and sin 00; and Yi denotes the ith normalized bending mode
shape.
Numerical values for the coefficients are listed in Appendix C. For compu-
tational convenience the matrix M was slightly modified. The states cp, 6p,
8r, and 6a are each assumed to be measured independently. The contribu-
tions of these states to the other measurements were eliminated by setting




This matrix is equivalent to the original matrix M in the sense that a con-
troller of the form
u = KMX + KN5
may be written as
u = KoMoX + K oN
The relation between K o and K is




3; j / 6, 15, 16, 17
(K)i. (M)W4, i = 1, 2, 3
(K)i. (M), j+1 4 i 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, 3
This set of equations may be inverted to provide K as a function of K o . Thus,
simplification with respect to the measurement m
o
= MoX + Nov is equivalent
to simplification with respect to the measurement m = MX + N?7.
CHOICE OF INITIAL SIMPLIFIED CONTROLLER
The first attempt to find a simplified controller was made with the first 10
measurements. A gain matrix for this set of measurements was computed as
a "least-square" fit to the gain matrix of the optimal controller. This may be
stated mathematically as follows.
Let K* denote the gain matrix of the optimal controller, and let M and K
denote the measurement matrix and associated gain matrix, respectively.
Then the "least-square" fit to K* is
K = K* M' (MM') - 1 (21)
This gain matrix K minimizes the "square-of-the-error"





The closed-loop system was found to be violently unstable when computation
of the response covariance matrix was attempted.
The measurement vector was augmented with three more sensors. A "least-
square" gain matrix of the form (21) was computed for the resulting thirteenth-
order measurement vector. The eigenvalues of the closed-loop matrix were
computed for five points along the trajectory. The points correspond to times
of 10, 45, 75, 145, and 210 sec after liftoff. Rigid body instabilities were
apparent at the 145- and 210-sec points. Eigenvalues of the closed-loop sys-
tem with the gain matrix reduced uniformly by a factor of two exhibited
similar characteristics. The extent of instability was less, but still
intolerable.
At this point the gain matrix for the simplified controller was chosen to be of
the form
A 
KoM = K 1M 1 + K M (22)
where M1 is the 4 x 19 matrix consisting of the first four rows of M, a is a
scalar parameter, and Mis the last m-4 rows of the (m x 19) M o matrix.
The matrix, K 1 , was chosen such that the gains on the displacement, y,
and the three actuators, 6p, 6r, and 5a, for the simplified controller were
equal to the corresponding gains of the optimal controller. For ac = 0, the
closed-loop system exhibited slight instabilities at all time points considered.
Attempting to find a suitably stable initial controller, we tried eliminating the
"feed-forward" gain on the wind state, w, from the least-square fitting, i.e.,
we set
A A
K = K*M' (MM ) (23)
with M derived from M by setting the nineteenth column of M to zero.
This is equivalent to choosing K to minimize the "square-of-the-error"
2
e = tr (KMI - K*) W(KM- K-*)
with W = 18 ]. The closed-loop system with a = 0.5 was highly unstable
at t = 145 and 210 sec.
Comparison of KoMo with K* showed that the gains on the rigid body state, v,
differed most significantly. There was little difference in the first 40 sec of
flight. But after that the difference grew larger throughout the flight. This
was attributed to the velocity term, u
o
, appearing as the coefficient of r in
the fifth measurement. The fifth measurement was eliminated, and the
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resulting K was computed according to Equation (23). This gain gave a satis-
factorily stable controller with a = 1. 0. The resulting controller served as the
initial controller for the gradient method.
A similar attempt with the last three measurements deleted gave a satis-
factorily stable controller at a = 0. 3. But for a = 0. 7 and a = 1. 0, the
resulting controllers exhibited severe instabilities.
GRADIENT RESULTS
The state and response covariance matrices, the quadratic cost, and the
gradient of the cost with respect to the (3x12) simplified gain matrix at the
43 five-second time points were computed. The quadratic cost of the initial
simplified controller was 4792.5 compared to the corresponding cost of 3064
for the optimal controller. The peak value of aqF was 25. 72 (psf rad) at
75 sec for the initial simplified controller, compared to 19.66 for the optimal
controller.
An incremental gain, AKo, was computed based on the gradient as follows:
(hKo)ij = ij (K)ij/ aK .
with yi taken to be a positive normalizing factor. Then gains in the "gradient
direction" were computed with a step-size of e as
Kk+1, = Kk + e hKk (24)
with the subscript k denoting the gradient iteration index. Controllers cor-
responding to E = 1, 2, 10, 12, 20, 30, and 60 were evaluated. Quantitative
results for these controllers are given in Table 5. Steps with e = 1 and E = 2
were computed first. The value of 60 was the predicted minimum of the cost
index assumed to be quadratic in e. At e = 60 the vehicle hardly got off the
ground. Based on this information, we tried C = 10 which gave slightly
improved performance over that of the initial controller. Seeking larger
improvement, we tried E = 20 which gave improved performance through the
first 75 sec but much worse performance at 85 and 95 sec.
The value of e = 12 gave very minor improvement over that for E = 10. We
chose this gain corresponding to E = 12 as the starting point for a new
gradient direction with the hope that step-size choice might not be so critical
in this iteration. However, the choice in the new direction was just as
critical.
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Table 5. Performance as a Function of Step-Size
For the second iteration, after experiencing instabilities near 75 sec, we
decided to use a time-varying e. In this way we could set e equal to some
value for 0 < t < 60 and then change it on the interval 60 < t • 90. For
t > 90 we could neglect the cost contribution if proper system behavior could
be-achieved on the interval between 60 and 90 sec. The gain was incremented
with E = 100 for the first 60 sec. The corresponding state and response
covariances were computed on this interval. Investigation of step-size choice
on the interval from 60 to 90 sec could then be performed using the covariance
matrices at 60 sec as the initial values. However, even with a time varying
E we were unable to realize noticeable improvement in performance.
The major changes in gains occur in those associated with the accelerometers.
These measurements have strong contributions from flexure states and rigid-
body states. They also are the only measurements containing contributions
from the wind states. It was concluded that the coupling of all these states in
two accelerometer signals severely limits the capability of this simplified
controller.
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30 Unstable at 80 sec
60 Unstable at 5 sec
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APPENDIX A
QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
OPTIMAL CONTROLLER
This appendix consists of a graphical and tabular summary of the optimal
controller characteristics. Figures Al through A14 show the mean responses
depicted with O's and the response standard deviations depicted with X's.
Figures A15 through A77 display the gains for the covariance controller.
These gains correspond to the system without side-gust penetration. Thus,
KV(i, j) denotes the (i, j)th element of the gain matrix, K. Such an element is
the gain on the jth state for the ith actuator input for j ~ 17. The correspon-
dence on actuators is 5p - 1, 6r - 2, and a 3. For j > 17, the gains cor-
respond to the states: x for j = 18, w for j = 19, x4 for j = 23 and pg for j = 24.
The remaining figures show the mean controller inputs, I. The optimal
control may be represented in terms of a and K as
u = u + K(X- X)
Numerical values of Q and X are given in Tables Al and A2.
The final table in this appendix lists the eigenvalues of the closed-loop matrix
A + BK at five time points along the trajectory. This table indicates that the
controller would yield stable "frozen-point" systems at the times considered.
Preceding latebIanl
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Figure A3. Graph of y versus Time
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Figure A5. Graph of 6p versus Time
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Figure A6. Graph of Op versus Time
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Figure A10. Graph of 6a versus Time
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1500 Figure A12. Graph of versus Time
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FigureA13. Graphofa versOus Time




























Figure A14. Graph of ay 'versus Time
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Figure A15. Graph of KV(l, 1) versus Time










Figure A16. Graph of KV(1, 2) versus Time
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Figure A17. Graph of KV(1, 3) versus Time
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Figure A19. Graph of KV(1, 5) versus Time
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Figure A21. Graph of KV(1,7) versus Time
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Figure A22. Graph of KV(1, 8) versus Time
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Figure A2 3. Graph of KV(1, 9) versus Time
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Figure A25. Graph of KV(1, 11) versus Time
0.00 -











Figure A26. Graph of KV(1, 12) versus Time
48
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Figure A27. Graph of KV(1, 13) versus Time
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Figure A29. Graph of KV(1, 15) versus Time
0.00
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Figure A31. Graph of KV(1, 17) versus Time
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Figure A32. Graph of KV(1, 18) versus Time
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Figure A33. Graph of KV(1, 19) versus Time
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Figure A37. Graph of KV(2, 2) versus Time
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Figure A41. Graph of KV(2,6) versus Time
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Figure A43. Graph of KV(2, 8) versus Time
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Figure A45. Graph of KV(2, 10) versus Time
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Figure A47. Graph of KV(2, 12) versus Time









Figure A48. Graph of KV(2, 13) versus Time
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Figure A49. Graph of KV(2, 14) versus Time
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Figure A51. Graph of KV(2, 16) versus Time
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Figure A55. Graph of KV(2,23) versus Time
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Figure A56. Graph of KV(2,24) versus Time
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Figure A57. Graph of KV(3, 1) versus Time
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Figure A59. Graph of KV(3, 3) versus Time
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Figure A60. Graph of KV(3,4) versus Time
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Figure A61. Graph of KV(3, 5) versus Time
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Figure A63. Graph of KV(3, 7) versus Time
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Figure A64. Graph of KV(3, 8) versus Time
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Figure A66. Graph of KV(3, 10) versus Time
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Figure A68. Graph of KV(3, 12) versus Time
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Figure A73. Graph of KV(3, 17) versus Time
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Figure A75. Graph of KV(3, 19) versus Time
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Figure A79. Graph of u(2) versus Time







Figure A80. Graph of Q(3) versus Time
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Table A3. Eigenvalues of Optimal Closed-Loop Sampled-
Data System with At = 0. 05 second
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Table A3. Eigenvalues of Optimal Closed-Loop Sampled-
Data System with At = 0. 05 second (Continued)
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Table A3. Eigenvalues of Optimal Closed-Loop Sampled-
Data System with At = 0. 05 second (Concluded)
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APPENDIX B
EFFECTS OF VARIATION OF SAMPLE RATE
Representative data from sample rates of 20 and 50 samples per second
comprise this appendix. Figures B1 through B23 display the gains for
the first control input, 6 p. The gains for the 50-sample-per-second are
marked with X. Vertical bars mark the 20-sample-per-second gains.
The mean states computed with the two sample rates do not exhibit any
noticeable difference. The largest difference in the state standard devia-
tions for the two sample rates is in 4. The difference is shown in
Figure B24. In this figure 0's mark the mean state, X's the standard
deviation for 20 samples per second, and vertical bars mark the standard
deviation for 50 samples per second.
Preceding page blank-
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Figure B1. Graph of KV (1,21) versus Time
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Figure B3. Graph of KV (1,3) versus Time
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Figure B6. Graph of KV (1, 6) versus Time
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Figure B8. Graph of KV (1, 8) versus Time
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Figure B10. Graph of KV (1, 10) versus Time
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Figure B11. Graph of KV (1, 11) versus Time
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Figure B12. Graph of KV (1, 12) versus Time
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Figure B13. Graph of KV (1, 13) versus Time
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Figure B15. Graph of KV (1, 15) versus Time
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Figure B16. Graph of KV (1, 16) versus Time
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Figure B17. Graph of KV (1, 17) versus Time
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Figure B19. Graph of KV (1, 19) versus Time















Figure B20. Graph of KV (1,20) versus Time
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Figure B21. Graph of KV (1, 21) versus Time









Figure B22. Graph of KV (1,22) versus Time
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Figure B24. Graph of 1, versus Time
*KV(1, 25) denotes the deterministic input to 6p
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APPENDIX C
SIMPLIFIED CONTROLLER DATA
Data for the (13 x 19) measurement matrix is listed in Table C1. Only the
non-zero elements are listed.
The fifth measurement was eliminated from this measurement matrix in
defining an initial simplified controller. The remaining measurements were
renumbered from 1 to 12, keeping them in the same order. Figures C1
through C27 display the initial simplified gains that correspond to a modified
measurement matrix. This modified matrix was obtained by eliminating the
actuator position and roll angle contributions from the rate gyro and accelerom-
eter outputs. The actuator feedbacks for the simplified controller were
essentially unchanged from the optimal controller, and hence they are not
shown. Gains after the first gradient iteration are plotted. In the cases
(i, j) equal to (2,9) and (3, 9) the gain changes actually exceeded the scales at
a few data points, although they are plotted as if they saturated.
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Figure C1. Graph of KV (1, 4) versus Time
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Figure C3. Graph of KV (1, 6) versus Time
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Figure C5. Graph of KV (1, 8) versus Time
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Figure C6. Graph of KV (1, 9) versus Time
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Figure C7. Graph of KV (1, 10) versus Time
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Figure C10. Graph of KV (2,4) versus Time
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Figure 12. Graph of KV (2,6) versus Time
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Figure C13. Graph of KV (2, ?) versus Time








Figure C14. Graph of KV (2, 8) versus Time
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Figure C15. Graph of KV (2, 9) versus Time
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Figure C16. Graph of KV (2, 10) versus Time
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Figure C17. Graph of KV (2,11) versus Time
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Figure C19. Graph of KV (3, 4) versus Time
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Figure C20. Graph of KV (3, 5) versus Time
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Figure C21. Graph of KV (3,6) versus Time










Figure C22. Graph of KV (3,7) versus Time
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Figure C23. Graph of KV (3, 8) versus Time
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Figure C25. Graph of KV (3, 10) versus Time
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Figure C26. Graph of KV (3,11) versus Time
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Figure C27. Graph of KV (3, 12) versus Time




Figure C28. Graph of ~ versus Time
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Figure C29. Graph of y versus Time
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Figure C33. Graph of q3 versus Time
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Figure C34. Graph of ay versus Time
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